Abstract. In multimedia databases spatial or high-dimensional data manipulation is important for storage and retrieval. In this study, we introduce a new file structure called Spatial Grid File. This file enables us to index data objects by different and independent high-dimensional attributes. And, with it, well-known spatial query types, such as range queries, nearest neighbor queries and spatial join operations can be efficiently performed. Although the performance of the SpatialGrid file structure is based on the indexing methods used, it has a unique feature of combining set of spatial data each having different properties. Furthermore, this file structure is very suitable for parallelization.
Introduction
Recently, there is a growing interest in the storage and manipulation of spatial data which is high-dimensional by nature. The related applications commonly include geographic information systems (GIS), computer-aided design, computer vision, multimedia databases, scientific databases, knowledge discovery and data mining and others. Traditional databases also need capabilities to manage high dimensional data where a record with k attributes corresponds to a point in k-dimensional space.
Spatial data consist of points, lines, rectangles, polygons, surfaces or objects of higher dimensionally including time [22] . The indexing methods that provide access path to spatial data are called Spatial Access Methods (SAM). Many SAMs have been proposed up to date, including grid files [18] , K-D-B-trees [21] , R-trees [8] , R*-trees [1] , Filter Trees [24] , TV-tree [15] , X-trees [2] and SS-tree [26] . These SAMs propose methods with varying performance and context. An excellent survey can be found in [22] although it does not cover the recent works exhaustively.
A very popular and important application area of high-dimensional data indexing is multimedia databases. In multimedia databases, multimedia objects are usually mapped to feature vectors in high-dimensional space and queries are processed for a database of those feature vectors [6] . Examples of feature vectors are color histogram [23] , shape description [10] , text descriptors [13] , etc. each of which having different properties. It is important to find an appropriate representation for feature vectors and to define the correct similarity/distance measure(s) on them [27] . Therefore, a multimedia system requires multiple SAMs to process a query.
In the past, some researchers proposed spatial join operations for different spatial data sets [12] [24] [3] . All of them involved pairs of the same type of SAM structures. However, to deal with multimedia objects, it is necessary to have an indexing method involving several different types of SAMs in its structure.
This study primarily focuses on a multiple-spatial-attribute file structure called Spatial Grid File (SGF) rather than proposing a new SAM. SGF structure would be very useful for digital libraries because storage and retrieval in such environment is a very large multimedia database problem. SGF organizes multiple attributes, that are indexed by relative SAMs, by making use of suitable SAMs such as R-tree. SGF structure is very suitable for parallelization as we have shown it earlier with the PARMA system [5] .
In the following, we discuss the basic features of spatial access and query methods using the structure of R-tree. This is followed by the description of Spatial Grid File, its representation and querying characteristics.
Spatial or High-dimensional Data
Many of the successful SAM structures rely on the principle of hierarchical decomposition of space. The idea is to index successively smaller regions of space, such that search can be focused at a high level towards relevant regions. A very popular and successful way to organize and access multidimensional objects is to use R-tree, or its variants, where the data space is successively decomposed into (hyper) rectangles.
In an R-tree a multidimensional object is represented by its Minimum Bounding Rectangle (MBR). An MBR corresponds to a rectangle in two or more dimensional space. The MBRs of different objects are allowed to overlap. Consequently, the R-tree does not impose any decomposition in the space. To minimize the problems caused by the overlap in index entries several improvements have been proposed on R-trees [7] , such as R*-tree [1] , R+-tree [11] and Hilbert R-tree [25] .
Generally, an R-tree is an index structure for n-dimensional spatial objects and it is analogous to a B-tree. It is height-balanced with records residing in the leaf nodes each of which containing an n-dimensional rectangle and a pointer to a data object having the rectangle as a bounding box. Higher level nodes contain similar entries with links to lower level nodes. Nodes correspond to disk pages if the structure is disk-resident and the tree is designed so that a small number of nodes will be visited during a spatial search. The index is completely dynamic; inserts and deletes can be intermixed with searches and no periodic reorganization is required. Leaf nodes in the tree contain index record entries of the form
(MBR, object_ptr)
where object_ptr refers to a tuple in the database and MBR is an n-dimensional rectangle (better to call hyper-rectangle) containing the spatial object it represents. Non-leaf nodes contain entries of the form
where child_ptr is the address of another node in the tree and MBR covers all rectangles in the lower node's entries. In other words, MBR spatially contains all data objects indexed in the sub-tree rooted at the MBR's entry.
Let M be the maximum number of entries that fit in one node and let m ≤ M/2 be a parameter specifying the minimum number of entries in a node. An R-tree satisfies the following properties.
• Every leaf node contains between m and M children unless it is the root.
• For each entry in the form of (MBR,object_ptr) in the leaf node, MBR is the smallest rectangle that spatially contains the n-dimensional data object represented by object_ptr.
• Every non-leaf node has between m and M children unless it is the root.
• For each entry (MBR,child_ptr) in a non-leaf node, MBR is the smallest rectangle that spatially contains the rectangle in the child node.
• The root node has at least two children unless it is a leaf.
• The tree is balanced, i.e. every leaf node has the same distance from the root. Figure 1 represents the planar and tree view of an R-tree structure and the corresponding MBR space. R-trees represent an object using an MBR only as an approximation. Accordingly, a data entry of an access method consist of the MBR and a pointer to the corresponding object. Data entries are grouped together in a data page according to spatial proximity of their rectangles. A directory entry in R-tree refers to this data page. In order to direct a spatial query, a directory entry consists of the minimum bounding rectangle of those rectangles stored in the data pages of the corresponding sub-tree. R-trees are advantageous because they can represent objects uniquely. However, they cannot guarantee disjoint decomposition, i.e. rectangles of directory entries may overlap. A high overlap results in poor query performance. Nevertheless, in [1] it has been shown that the R*-tree is very efficient in spatial query processing, particularly in comparison to other members of the R-tree family.
Spatial Query Processing
In a spatial database, a typical query is one of range queries, nearest neighbor queries, and spatial join. In range queries, a rectangle or window, called query rectangle, is provided and all rectangles intersecting it are retrieved. In nearest neighbor query, data objects that are closest to the query rectangle are retrieved according to some distance/similarity measure. In spatial joins, given two or more data sets, all pairs of overlapping rectangles between the sets are retrieved. As pointed out in [3] , there are two distinguishing query types in a DBMS: single scan queries and multiple scan queries. Single scan queries require at most one access to an object and therefore, execution time is at most linear in the number of objects stored in the corresponding relation. The most typical single query is range query which is processed in two steps, called filtering and refinement steps in [19] .
• Filtering Step: Find all objects whose MBR intersects the query rectangle and, • Refinement Step: For those objects , check whether they really fulfill the query condition (if necessary, make use of exact representation)
The second type of query is multiple scan queries where objects have to be accessed several times and therefore, execution time is generally superlinear in the number of objects. For example, a join-operation in a relational DBMS is multiple scan-query. The most important multiple scan queries in spatial databases are spatial joins and the map overlay. In a GIS, spatial joins are involved in a query like "find all forests that are in a city", or in a multimedia database "find all objects having an image that has similar texture to a given example and containing given keywords". In a remote sensing application, images from different time periods representing the same geographical area are correlated in order to compute changes in land cover or some other property of interest. This is called change detection and multi-temporal data merging [14] .
In [3] , a classification of spatial joins has been presented. Let A={a 1 ,…,a n ) and B={b 1 ,…,b n } be two sets of spatial objects where Id represents a function that assigns a unique identifier to each spatial object and Mbr is a function that computes the minimum bounding rectangle of an object. Considering these definitions three types of spatial joins can be defines as follows:
MBR-Spatial join:
Compute all pairs ((Id(a j ), (Id(b j )) with Mbr(a j )∩Mbr(b j )≠∅ 2. ID-Spatial join: Compute all pairs (Id(a j ), Id(b j )) with a i ∩b j ≠∅ 3. Object-spatial-join: Compute all pairs a i ∩b j with a i ∩b j ≠∅ MBR-spatial join is important because it can be used for implementing the filtering step of other types of joins.
Spatial-Grid Files
The grid file of Nievergelt et al. [18] is a variation of the fixed grid method, which relaxes the requirement that cell envision lines be equidistant. Its goal is to
• retrieve records with at most two disk accesses and • to handle range and partially defined queries well. This is done by using a grid directory consisting of grid blocks that are analogous to cells of the fixed-grid method. All records in one grid block are stored in the same bucket. However, several grid blocks can share a bucket as long as the union of these grid blocks form a k-dimensional rectangle in the space of records. Although the regions of the buckets are disjoint, together they span the space of records.
The purpose of grid directory is to maintain a dynamic correspondence between the grid blocks in the record space and the data buckets. The grid directory consists of two parts. The first is a dynamic k-dimensional array, containing one entry for each grid block. The entry is a pointer to the relevant data buckets. Usually, buckets have a capacity of 10 to 1000 records. Thus the entry in the grid directory is small in comparison to a bucket. The grid directory may be kept on disk.
The second part of the grid directory is a set of k one-dimensional arrays called linear scales. Each scale defines the partition domain of an attribute. Linear scales enable access to the appropriate grid blocks by providing for the computation of their address based on the values of the relevant attributes. Linear scales are kept in main memory. It is obvious to realize that range queries can be easily resolved by use of linear scales because they indicate elements that overlap the query range.
Traditional grid files aim to process range queries efficiently in large linearly ordered domains of attribute values. However, it is necessary to modify this structure when the domains to be indexed are in the form of spatial/multidimensional data. Remembering the example query for multimedia database, "find all objects having an image which has similar texture to a given example and containing given keywords". In this case a multimedia object is represented by a set of feature vectors extracted automatically or manually and each feature vector has different properties and similarity/distance measure metrics. Queries are processed for a database of those feature vectors.
Consider a multimedia system containing the set of multimedia objects MMS={M 1 ,…,M m ) where; Let a set of similarity/distance measure functions {SIM 1 ,..SIM n } is defined to calculate spatial proximity between Fs where SIMs may not be identical. Then, a query Q is formulated using these feature vectors, Q= (F 1 ,…,F n ) . In a system like this, query processor requires an organization which facilitates location of relevant objects with respect to their distinct features.
The most common feature vectors to index an image content are color histograms, texture patterns, sketch or shape information of contained object, textual descriptions etc. For example, the QBIC project of IBM [17] [20] . These variations in feature vectors and similarity functions in describing a multimedia object forced us to develop a file structure incorporating multiple attributes where each attribute is high dimensional.
Traditional grid files seem to be the best candidate for this kind of data model space, however, they manage only linearly ordered domains of attribute values. Linear scale of each axis in the grid file is represented by a one-dimensional array. Each scale defines a partition of the domain of an attribute. It enables access to the appropriate grid blocks by providing for the computation of their address based on the corresponding attribute value. The linear scale structure of the grid file needs to be modified to manage spatially ordered domain of attribute values in order to manage spatially ordered domain attributes in each axis. In our proposed structure, a linear scale is represented by an object class. Linear scale object's data part is as it is in the original grid file structure. The addition is the method of the object. The method is used to linearize the respective axis domain the attribute of which is in the form of spatial/high dimensional data. For example, this method may rely on an Rtree or on any of the SAM structures proposed in the literature to cluster objects with respect to their spatial proximity in the high dimensional vector space. If the axis attribute involves textual description then any non-overlapping type clustering algorithm, such as the cover coefficient based clustering [4] , can be used as the method of linear scale object.
When an R-tree is used to address spatial attribute values of an index axis of grid files, the lowest level of non-leaf nodes are used to form attribute intervals in SGF. When a document clustering algorithm is used as the method of spatial linearization method, cluster centroids are used instead.
As described so far, SGF makes it possible to index multiple-spatial attributes by adding a method on the traditional grid file linear scale structure. In this way, data objects may be stored on disk according to their overall spatial proximity. SGF would still preserve the two-disk access principle of grid files in retrieving relevant objects stored in database. However, if addresses obtained from the R-tree by the linear scale method involve more than one interval, then more than one disk page would be required to retrieve the relevant documents. This adds and extra overhead for linear scales for calculation of the interval of attribute values. However, SGF structure reduces spatial joins to simple selection operations, hence MBR-spatial-joins can be envisioned as interval-spatial-selects. In other words, this provides an amazing simplicity and the queries can be easily performed by intersection of grid block intervals.
Another attractiveness of spatial grid file is its performance in processing partially specified queries. This is a typical characteristic of multimedia queries since it is hard to describe a multimedia object and most multimedia queries are ill-defined when they are submitted. Query processing is made possible by SGF structure because it always returns data sets which form a convex set in all attributes of the file.
Let us consider an example in two dimensions involving an image database where each image is described by only two feature vectors: a color histogram and the textual caption of the image. More formally, the image database has a set of images i.e., multimedia objects, MMS={M 1 ,…,M n }, and each image object is described by two feature vectors:
The first descriptor of F i is a color histogram vector H i =(h 1 ,..,h k ) in k-dimensional vector space, where each element h j represents the normalized number of pixels of color j in image i. Before an image is inserted in the database, a color reduction operation is performed in order to represent all images with a fixed number, k, of colors since every image may have different number of colors.
The second descriptor of an image object, F i , is a term vector Ti={t 1 ,…,t m } in m-dimensional vector space, where each entry t j indicates the importance of term j in textual description of image i where t j is a member of the index term vocabulary. If indexing is binary, t j will be either 0 or 1, indicating the presence or absence of t j . Otherwise t j may indicate the number of occurrences of t j , i.e., the weight, in the textual caption of image j.
The simple SGF organization of this example can be seen in Figure 2 . In this example, SGF has two dimensions; H for color histogram, and T for textual description. Attribute values of H j and T j for an arbitrary F j are points in k and m-dimensional vector spaces, respectively. Each axis (dimension) of SGF is called linear scale which is organized as an object class with its data and method parts. In this example, for H and T axes we have used R-tree and cover coefficient based clustering methodology (C 3 M) as the methods, respectively. The data part of the linear scale objects is used to map each MBR/cluster to corresponding interval in SGF and forms a look-up table (LUT). LUTs for LS are p and q-dimensional tables resolving the addresses for mapping an MBR or Cluster to interval ID, respectively. Each interval partitions the data space according to proximity/similarity of the objects in the high dimensional vector space. From this definition, the data space is partitioned into δ blocks where δ is equal to:
However, less than δ grid buckets are required since more than one grid block can share a grid bucket unless it is not in a rectangular form. We can also define SGF as a collection of grid blocks, SGF={b 1 ,…,b δ }.
In our example, d is equal to 2 and SGF is defined as SGF={LS H ,LS T } where;
LS H ={v H1 ,…,v H5 } LS T ={v T1 ,…,v T8 } and the data space is partitioned into 40 blocks since N(H)→5 and N(T)→8. Then SGF is defined as SGF={b 1 ,…,b 40 ). In order to identify a specific grid block we have used the notation b TH where subscripts T and H indicate corresponding interval IDs for axes T and H, respectively. For example, the grid block in the upper-right corner of SGF data space partition is referred to as b 85 .
In the system a query is defined with a vector Q={q 1 ,…,q d } or more specifically in our two dimensional database Q is formulated as {q H ,q T } along the descriptor vectors by proper interfaces. For example, the user is asked to enter search keywords and is requested to form color distribution by a color picker as in IBM's QBIC project [17] . After submitting the query, the query preprocessor prepares the query vectors q H and q T and the query is resolved between these vectors as follows. Firstly, the corresponding linear scale method determines which interval or intervals contain objects of interest. In the example, the relevant intervals are determined via an R-tree and the cover coefficient clustering methodology. In Figure 2 , the relevant intervals are lightly shaded. On H axis one interval and on T axis two intervals found relevant. In SGF data partition space, each interval forms a slice and the grid blocks falling within a given slice or slices are the blocks where the relevant objects are stored. More formally, let R represent a function, defined in a given linear scale method, which returns relevant intervals for a given query and linear scale LS; 
=1
This equality denotes the intersection set of grid blocks containing relevant objects. However, the final assessment of relevance rests with the user after actual viewing of the objects. In other words, these set of grid blocks are used to perform the filtering phase of the query and this step should be followed by a refinement phase with which actual relevance is judged.
Query Processing in SGF
The most common query types in an image database are nearest neighbor and range queries. For example, a nearest neighbor query can be in the form "find me the five images most similar to given one". A range query can be formulated in the form "find me all the images similar to given one within a given threshold value". Therefore, nearest neighbor queries can be envisioned as a variation of range queries. SGF can be used to perform range queries efficiently by interval intersection.
Another important query type for spatial databases involves spatial joins. Since SGF contains multiple spatial attributes in its structure, join operation becomes a selection operation which is efficiently performed using SGF. The spatial attributes may have different cardinality, or similarity metrics. Consider the query using the example database, "find me all the images containing the terms Istanbul, sunset and Blue Mosque and having the same color distribution as specified in the color picker". The index terms of Istanbul, sunset and Blue-Mosque form the query vector q T , q H is formulated via the color picker user interface. Since SGF has multiple spatial attributes for description of image objects, the objects residing in the intersection sets of the grid blocks of the relevant intervals are retrieved in the filtering step. In the subsequent refinement step, objects are further checked whether they fulfill the real match. After discarding false drops, the resulting set is presented to the user in ranked order.
In multimedia databases, however, a query, most probably, is partially defined since it is hard to fully describe a multimedia object. Partially defined queries are efficiently performed by using SGF. This is because the SGF function R determines the relevant intervals for a given query vector and the SGF axis returns the entire set of grid blocks along the other axes (i.e., the convex set) for the corresponding axis interval (i.e., slice of grid blocks). A partially defined query is in the form
In the previous example, if the user had formed a query like "find me all the images whose color distribution is similar to the specified one", then the query would be defined as; 
Declustering of SGF in a Parallel Environment
To overcome I/O bottleneck [20] data must be declustered and allocated to multiple processors/disks for parallel processing. Since SGF is basically a grid structure its declustering can benefit from declustering and allocating methodologies [5] designed for grid files. It is important that allocation should preserve the adjacency of SGF blocks that are most similar and close to each other.
After partitioning the data space into subspaces, it is necessary to allocate subspaces over a set of nodes/disks in a parallel architecture. The data placement methods proposed to date can be grouped into two categories. The first group involves techniques that use values of the key attributes for allocation. These techniques involve hash, round-robin declustering or parallel R-trees. However, these are not suitable for declustering SGF. We need methods that use values of SGF coordinate space. These techniques are disk modulo method, coordinate modulo techniques, blocker [5] , space filling curves such as Z-order and Hilbert curve [7] . These are more suitable for declustering SGF and are directly applicable for parallel allocation of subspaces.
SGF has the following declustering characteristics:
• Data declustering is done on multiple attributes where each attribute may have different spatial properties.
• Data space is partitioned into subspaces using a grid-based partitioning.
• No data replication is allowed in allocation and each data subspace is assigned to exactly one node.
Conclusion
In this work, a new file structure called spatial grid file (SGF) is introduced to organize multiple-spatial-attribute based access. This is done by extending the traditional grid file structure. The SGF file structure preserves the characteristics of grid files and it is efficiently used for the well-known spatial query types such as range queries, nearest neighbor queries, and spatial join operations. The system can be easily customized for different users or applications by changing the SAMs of linear scale methods and using different similarity measure/distance metrics.
Spatial Grid files also have attractive properties for distributing data pages along a set of disks in a parallel processing environment. Many common declustering algorithms can be directly applicable to SGF for parallel allocation.
